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“My ambition comes from my passion: finding what I love and then expanding on that” - 

Miranda Kerr  

Doing things by half measure will get one neither here nor there. A parallel can be found 

in swimming. Unless you take a leap of faith and venture into deep water, you will never 

ever learn to swim. One will only ever do something challenging if one develops a passion 

for it. Man literally wanted to fly in the air since the earliest time, even though nature hadn’t 

designed him for it. Yet there were so many people down the ages who were passionate 

about knowing the joy of flying above terra firma. 

There was no dearth of naysayers of course, who tried to dissuade these pioneers of 

aviation reminding them that if man was meant to fly, he would have been given wings. 

Yet they persevered, some of them losing their lives in the process till the time that man 

not only flew in the skies above us, but also space beyond.  

A passion for world domination and conquest saw Alexander the Great subjugate much 

of the known world in ancient times and it was equally passion for service that saw 

Florence Nightingale tend to wounded soldiers in the Crimean war and in the process lay 

the foundation of the modern nursing profession. 
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One’s passion doesn’t necessarily have to be grandiose. It could be something as simple 

as gardening or cooking. Someone who has passion for teaching may not himself achieve 

celebrity and fame, but would earn the eternal gratitude of the hundreds or thousands of 

students that they would have taught in their lifetime. Perhaps many of their students 

would achieve great fame and in that they would see their own redemption. 

When the Soviet Union achieved an early lead over the Americans in the race to discover 

space  by successively putting the first satellite and human being in orbit, the leadership 

of the latter nation decided that they would put the first man on moon, come what may.  If 

Barack Obama hadn’t been passionate about his political beliefs, he would not have 

been  elected twice to the highest office in the world. 

If you are truly committed to achieving something and are willing to give your all for it, it 

is almost destined that you will succeed. As Paulo Coelho so aptly said, “When you want 

something, all the universe conspires in helping you achieve it.” Human destiny itself has 

been shaped by the fervor felt by men and women down the ages, passion that compelled 

them to challenge conventional norms and go forward and follow their heart.  

Instead of practicing suppression of passion all of one’s life and reducing one to a staid 

and boring automaton, one should learn to feed one’s passion and leverage the energy 

derived from it to fulfill one’s destiny. 

By no means is one suggesting that one turn irresponsibly wild and behave in a half 

crazed manner. That is not what passion is. On the contrary passion is a noble emotion 

that empowers one to go out and achieve great things in life. It is a great force that one 

can harness and use to propel oneself forward and achieve one’s cherished goals. What 

one needs to do is to inject passion into whatever we undertake to do. Passion in other 

words is a name we give to the pursuit of excellence, which can only lead to happy results. 
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